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Donne, however, was also philosophical, and he shared in the
contemporary movement to discover the true nature of things.
He was by temperament a rebel against conventions, and he
speedily cast aside the accepted rules of Elizabethan poetry.
Thus, in his verse, the paragon of the sonneteer is replaced by
the fickle woman who is no longer to be worshipped as a kind
of ethereal goddess but loved sensually. Like his generation,
he was fond of psychological analysis and probed deeply into
the hearts of problems and explained the conflicts and doubts
that inevitably arise in a nature wherein intellect and feeling
were often at war—discord is as often discernible in his poetry
as discordia concors. After him it was easier for Herbert and the
sacred poets to reveal their spiritual emotions. Similarly he
was an iconoclast in manner as well as in substance, and helped
to destroy that subservience to stereotyped forms which was
the bane of the later Petrarchans,
John Milton, who gave his name to the literary age that
followed the Elizabethan, stood apart from the main current
of contemporary poetry. The one great poet of puritanism
naturally had little in common with the various schools of Vit*
that provided most of the verse under the early Stuarts. They
were largely of the court, or at least by political and religious
convictions opposed to puritanism, Milton was, or became, a
republican and an independent of the most advanced type-
But, though there was little community of interest between him
and his fellow poets (except Andrew Marvell), Milton was no
solitary dreamer but an ardent publicist, anxious to advance
by his writings the cause he held dear.
Milton's poetry falls into two main divisions: what he wrote
before the puritan revolution, and the three long poems on
religious subjects which came after it, although to the twenty
intervening years belong most of his sonnets. During the first
thirty years of his life he wrote relatively little, but the half-
dozen longer poems of this period arc of the highest quality.
They have a charm and sweetness that are lacking in the stern
and uncompromising tone of his last works. The self-restraint
of his early manhood was deliberately imposed in order that
by intense study he might fit himself to write an immortal
poem. In Lyddas he speaks of fame as a spur that led
a noble mind *to scorn delights and live laborious dayes*.
In. the same poem, also, occurs a hint of the violent partisan-

